2011 Parade
Border Collie - Age 9
Handled by: Colleen Flam, Ramsey, MN

Minnesota Mixed

Celebrating the lives and
accomplishments of our older
partners and friends!

Photo by Amy Johnson (Great Dane Photos)

Meg earned 8th place on the top 10 NADAC list
for tunnelers in 2006 and took 5th place at CPE
Nationals this year in 16" games.

Meg and I have lots of fun doing agility together.
I'm always surprised on course, I never know if
she will run with me or make up her own course!
Meg loves to play frisbee and herd Cody when he's
chasing a ball.
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Rising Sun Meg “Meg”
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Mixed Breed - Age 9.5
Handled by: Pam Lowry, Princeton, MN
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Zak was adopted from a rescue group in Hope, MI in 2002 at
4-5 months old. A "friend" sent his picture and information. I
contacted the rescue hoping to publicize him but soon this
pup they called "mellow and quiet" stole my heart. Within 48
hours of my first email, Volunteers were lined up to transport
him to within 3 hours of me. Some things are meant to be!

I hope to enjoy many more years with Zak including lots of
spins around the agility ring with him "coaching" me on the
errors of my ways! Every endeavor with him is a gift and a
BLAST! When we aren't playing agility Zak fills my days
with lots of ball throwing, tugging, chasing anything small
and furry, hiking, doggie play dates, Rally-O (not his first
choice!), barking, and snuggling! (Yes, Zak does snuggle...
at home...IF there's nothing else going on...)
Enjoy every moment with your canine partners, we never
know how many we get to have!!!!
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Agility has bonded us to the Nth degree and after many
years, Zak earned his first championship title, his C-ATCH
just last month!

Photo by Mary Patterson (Crystal Image Pet Photography)

Noel was found in a 5 gallon bucket in the middle of a dirt
road, along with her 2 brothers in December, 2001. The
place where we board our dogs called & asked if we were
interested in looking at the puppies. I wasn't sure about it, but
needless to say, we brought home a rambunctious red head
on December 26th, 2001.
Noel has many titles and accomplishments, including her
Novice Superior Versatility and 1000 Lifetime Point
Awards. She earned her place in the history books, being the
#7 Mixed Breed tunnelers dog in 2007!

In 2008, our agility adventures were waylayed when we became "Team Plates & Screws". Noel had her right knee
TPLO done in July, and I had part of my neck fused in August. As is common, Noel also needed a left knee TPLO in
October 2010. These days, I am so happy for the runs we
have, and any Q's are the bonus for me spending time with
my "bucket puppy"!
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Jack Russell Terrier - Age 9
Handled by: Laura Breckheimer, Minneapolis

Noel Olivia Elizabeth Lowry
“Noel”
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Zachary Scott “Zak”
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Chihuahua - Age 9.5
Handled by: June Cole, Tampa, FL
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River is actually a very quiet girl, except on the
agility course where she barks the whole time!
Agility is her favorite thing to do, and she is a
powerhouse! Over the course of her career, she has
earned numerous CPE and NADAC titles.
I love her so very much and am so lucky to have
her in my life!
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River is the sweetest little girl. Like her uncle
Tucker, she is a registered TDI therapy dog and
visits the Anoka Treatment Facility bringing love
and joy.
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I got Katie when she was 9 months old & started
with obedience because she wouldn't come when
she was called. Obedience turned into agility and
we have been at it ever since.
She is the only Chihuahua that has earned a
NATCH and most recently a Versatility NATCH!
She is a wonderful little dog with a great big attitude!
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Golden Retriever - Age 9.5
Handled by: Jaci Carufel, Anoka, MN

Princess Katie Marie “Katie”
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Golac's River of Joy “River”
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Riley's life goal is to kiss and be petted by as many people as
possible. His extreme social drive has been a bit of a problem
on course, but whatever makes Riley happy is OK with
Laura. Riley has been the best teacher and has gotten over 30
agility titles and 3 awards including NATCH-S. His real job
is couch potato.
He was one of the very few dogs that didn't need a bath after
the MMBC trial in May, 2011. He knew that if he went slowly enough, he wouldn't get splashed!
He started out as a problem child, and turned into Laura's
best friend and the 2010 #1 NADAC Boxer in 3 classes!
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Border Collie - Age 10
Handled by: Colleen Flam, Ramsey, MN

Photo by Amy Johnson (Great Dane Photos)

Cody is Colleen’s first agility dog. Every year
since 2006, Cody has made the top 10 NADAC list
for tunnelers, weavers, and hoopers taking home
the honor of #1 Border Collie twice and #1 Weavers Dog once.
Cody loves agility and always has a big smile for
me at the end of every run. When not playing agility, Cody loves to chase tennis balls and splash
around in his pool!
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Boxer - Age 10
Handled by: Laura Delva, Pine Island, MN

Lake 'n Sun Cody “Cody”
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Delva's Rile Me Again “Riley”
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Flat Coat Retriever - Age 10
Handled by: Linda Conrad, Prior Lake, MN
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When he zooms around today notice his huge grin!
Wagner does't compete as much as his "sister" but
he can still kick some "boo butt" in tunnelers!
He runs today in memory of his puppy buddies
Greta & Obi who are greatly missed.
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Wagner just wants to be wherever Ellyce is, and
Ellyce feels the same way!

Snicker continues to be a joy in our lives. She is officially
retired from agility, two litters of puppies are hard on the
body, but she continues to love to run with our other dogs, in
the backyard and at the park. Snicker told us the other day
that she might take up dock diving, she figures that will let
her swim more than she does now.
Snicker is also retired from the show ring. She competed in
agility because we asked her to, but she really excelled in the
show ring. Every time she stepped into the ring she was at
the top of her game, her movement, her form, her focus on
the judge, she was a great show dog.
We’ve learned a lot from Snicker of the last 10 years, but the
most valuable lesson has been that every day truly is a gift to
be opened and enjoyed, as her name so aptly states, Live,
Love, Laugh!
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Pembroke Welsh Corgi - Age 10
Handled by: Ellyce Thompson, St. Paul, MN

Claymore's Live, Love, Laugh
“Snicker”
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Tanzer Wagner “Wagner”
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Chocolate Labrador Retriever - Age 11
Handled by: Stacy Medley, Bloomington, MN
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Some of my favorite runs with Ember are one where we didn’t Q, but it didn’t matter. Because those are the runs where
she forgets she doesn’t really like agility and she runs with
complete and total joy, usually ending up in several off
course tunnels.
Thanks for always making me smile Ember.
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If you ask Ember, agility is not high on her list of favorite
things. She would much rather take a hike in the woods or go
for a swim in a pond. But she does agility for me because I
ask her to. And while she has never been very fast or flashy,
she has had quite a successful career. She has competed in
the highest levels of multiple organizations and was the first
dog in Minnesota for earn a CPE C-ATCh 3, 4, 5 and 6 and
is just a few Q’s shy of earning her C-ATCh 7. She always
keeps me guessing and that’s why I enjoy running her so
much.

Photo by Allison Herreid

Bailey is a retired flyball dog, and also has several
obedience titles. During his agility career, Bailey
has achieved high level titles in AKC, NADAC,
and ASCA. He also recently earned his CPE
CATCH-6 Title!
He always shows his passion for our team, and it is
clear that even at age 11, he loves time spent on
course with Mom with all his heart and soul!
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Australian Shepherd - Age 10.5
Handled by: Niki Manning, South. St. Paul, MN

Sir Bailey Bo Francis “Bailey”
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Go Get Bates Red Ember
“Ember”
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Australian Shepherd - Age 11
Handled by: Kristin Elmquist, Hudson, WI
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Shasta is one of those dogs that everyone wants to take home
and cuddle. She is GREAT at giving hugs! At 11 yrs old she
still plays with the young dogs but makes sure they are kept
in line. She has taken over the role of fun police from her
older sister Bailey who passed away in August.

His other hobbies are barking at anything outside
his window and training humans to give him
treats!
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Rabbie is an eleven year old West Highland White
Terrier who started agility training at age 3. He
loves to go to class and trials.

Now that she is retired from Agility, her new lot in life is to
watch over Kody. Her very own boy. She sleeps just outside
his bedroom door each night and wakes him up every morning. If Kody heads down to the chicken coop without her she
will come and get me to “tattle” on him.
During her performance days she did agility and sheep because I asked her to, not because she loved it. However now
in retirement, she thinks it’s great to move the chickens from
one location to the next. She is very patient and kind with
them. Never pushing them to hard or fast when putting them
away for the night.
I couldn’t ask for a sweeter, more loving dog then Shasta!
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West Highland White Terrier - Age 11
Handled by: Pati Maier, St. Paul, MN

Shehastabe A Diamond Aire Girl
“Shasta”
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Carin Terrier - Age 11.5
Handled by: Jo Anne Bucholz, Lino Lakes, MN

Photo by Alissa Behn (Pet Personalities)

Zee Zee has been a blast to run for a first time agility handler, due to her quickness and habit of jumping vertically to
argue that the course she wanted to run was much better than
what the judge had in mind.

At 11.5, she’s beginning to slow down, but she’s still just as
opinionated and fun as ever. I didn’t think I could love a dog
as much as I loved her dad (McMatt’s Moodie Blues), but
once again, Zee has argued with me for the past 11.5 years
and totally proven me wrong! I can love a dog as much as
him!
Thanks Zee, for being a great partner and the best dog I
could ask for!
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People watching her run and jump often commented on how
much “hangtime” she had in the air... so naturally, when we
needed to come up with a kennel name for our aussies, we
used Hangtime! She was an amazing mom and has passed
on a lot of her great qualities (and some naughty ones too)!
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Dari, at 11.5, is coming off a long period of injury
and rehab, but is still my terrier imp!

She rules our household with a steel paw in a velvet glove.
Agility is the game we play with one team member
occasionally declaring "There is a better way to do
this!"
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Australian Shepherd - Age 11.5
Handled by: Janet Polys, Brooklyn Center, MN

Cairndale's Dari-Lady Dancer
“Dari”
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Crocker’s Wildest Dream
“Zee Zee”
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Australian Shepherd - Age 12
Handled by: Niki Manning, South. St. Paul, MN

Photo by Amy Johnson (Great Dane Photos)

She is the middle generation of 3 generations of
agility titled springer girls.
Grace may be almost 12 but she still rules with an
iron paw & can smell a piece of kibble at 500
yards.
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Grace was born at my house on Thanksgiving
Day, 1999.

Max was my first agility dog. As we learned the sport together, we had many struggles in the early years. Missed contacts
and poor handling were the norm and the Q’s were few and
far between. But because of Max’s obvious love for agility,
we persevered. With the help of wonderful instructors, my
handling improved. And once I stopped forcing the issue of
2 on 2 off contacts, Max settled into a beautiful running contact that rarely misses.
Now at 12 ½, Max has slowed down quite a bit but his love
for the sport has never wavered. He has accomplished more
than I could have ever imagined, competing in National
events and earning multiple championship titles in 4 different
organizations.
Thank you, Max for being my partner all these years.
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English Springer Spaniel - Age 11.5
Handled by: Ann Sunderman, Le Sueur, MN

Brady’s Brother Max “Max”
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Fox Hollow Made to Last
“Grace”
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Mixed Breed - Age 12.5
Handled by: Kate An Hunter, St. Paul, MN

Photo by Amy Johnson (Great Dane Photos)

When Maggie marched in the Parade of Veterans last year,
she was finishing up chemotherapy treatment for a touch of
cancer. Today she is in remission and doing very well - just
look at her! She is still competing on a limited schedule and
only under ideal conditions. Her requirements include the
adoration of her fans, obedience from her roommates, attention from her staff, and Mr. Chippy back at the crate. This
isn't much to ask from a dog who has taught me everything I
need to know.
Our Mottos? "Life is a Journey, Not a Destination" and "Run
with Joy"
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At twelve and a half years old, Ansel has had a
long and varied career. His first love is agility
where his enthusiasm, speed and grace were never
hampered by too many Q's. He has earned an AKC
CGC, an AMBOR CDX, APDT Rally through
second level, and a St Hubert's CD. He enjoys musical freestyle and has just started a class in Canine
Nosework.
He is a patient demo dog at the veterinary clinic
teaching anatomy, blood drawing, and X-ray positioning. He has been featured on TV and the radio
where he is a frequent guest on Minnesota Public
Radio's Midday program.
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Pembroke Welsh Corgi - Age 12
Handled by: Chris Mosley, Prior Lake, MN

Sir Anselot “Ansel”
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Mushtown's Maggie Pollitt
“Maggie”
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Mixed Breed - Age 12.5
Handled by: Leo Fuerst, Freedom, WI

Photo by Amy Johnson (Great Dane Photos)

Ace would like to dedicate his run today in the Parade to all
of his friends and Posse members that have crossed the
Bridge! Hopefully they are all looking down on him, smiling and running with him!!!
SENIOR DOGS ROCK!!!!
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At almost 13 years old, Ace is starting to ease into retirement. He has started running at 12” and is enjoying Agility
more now than ever before. Over the years he has accomplished many titles, in many organizations. For those who
know Ace, that is no easy task! Determination, fortitude and
a serious no nonsense approach, has lead to a career that has
taken Ace down many roads. In fact, he has a new career as
a PeeWee Conformation dog! That’s right, he is going to
start being shown by a 3 year old in the Conformation ring.
The best part of the gig, is that he gets fed a lot of treats and
he doesn’t have to move very fast, it has been a nice segway
for an old Agility dog!

Maya has been in our lives and given us meaning
since the first time she wagged her tail and locked
eyes on us.
When Maya was attempting to make her mark in
agility years ago, a good friend said "Maya has the
IT factor." Clearly, she was right as Maya posses
passion, fun, excitement, and attitude. So confident, she thinks everyone is there for her!
To this day, she still barks at the start line as if to
say "I'm going to kick some butt here!" While she
may be showing sign of her age, you’ve got to
love her spirit!
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Australian Shepherd - Age 12.5
Handled by: Jo Schwietz, Bloomington, MN
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Diamond Aire Aviator “Ace”
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Mixed Breed - Age 13.5
Handled by: Les Conrad, Prior Lake, MN

Photo by Les Conrad
Photo by Barbara O’Brien

His career was limited by arthritis and epilepsy,
but he continued to run jumpers & tunnelers until
last year. He ran around the course barking with
each obstacle just to let everyone know he was
there. Murphy truly represents "running with joy".
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Agility brought Murphy out of his shell. As a rescue, he was afraid of everything. After a couple of
years, he finally did contact obstacles without a
leash as his lifeline, but at a trial, he would get to a
contact, cower, and creep off the course. It was at
an MMBC trial where things clicked. He took off
and there was no turning back!

Kona has always enjoyed everything in life he has been given a chance to do. He loves agility, especially tunnels. Although Kona will not be competing this weekend, he did run
a couple of runs last spring in the May Mixed Breed trial.
Today Kona’s first love is fishing. He loves to go to the
lake, he most certainly is the captain of the boat. Kona
thinks he is a fish finder, he leans over the edge of the boat
and gazes down into the water, right where the fishing line
goes into the water. He just watches, he can hardly contain
his excitement. But, fish finding is hard work, and after a
while, he does search out the shade in the boat, and only
jumps up to watch if it appears that I’m about to catch a fish.
Kona has always been a great companion, he continues to be
a great companion. Watch him smile!
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Shetland Sheepdog - Age 13
Handled by: Deb Rickard, Jordan, MN
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Mixed Breed - Age 14
Handled by: Becky Hart, Prior Lake, MN

Photo by Carol Halsey Fjellanger (Fjellanger Photography)

Eagle is the “Energizer Bunny” who keeps going and going.
About 6 years ago, he was making one of many come-backs,
when arthritis forced him into retirement.
Agility was good for Eagle, it really gave him confidence to
overcome numerous anxiety issues. I am so proud of him!
Eagle’s current battle is with kidney failure. Every day with
him is a gift, and he continues to be a real trooper despite
twice daily sub-Q fluids. I’m so glad he keeps going, and
going, and going…
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Photo by Tien Tran (Tien Tran Photography)

Nikki has been competing in agility for over 10
years and she still enjoys running a course every
once in a while.
Officially retired, she has taken on the new task of
mentoring a new baby brother, and she has proven
to be a patient and understanding teacher as well as
a great role model.
Still full of joy and play, she's a perfect example of
why senior dogs ROCK!
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Cocker Spaniel - Age 14
Handled by: Leona Hellesvig, Minneapolis, MN
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Eichmann’s Fly Like an Eagle
“Eagle”
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Running agility with an old dog was the greatest joy of all.
No longer did I worry about off courses, missed obstacles,
downed bars. Just being together, was enough.

Now that Kallie is retired (although, I'm not fully willing to
admit that yet), we spend time together doing whatever Kallie is up for - walks, swimming, the occasional rally trial.
She's a happy girl and still has enthusiasm and energy to do a
bit of "training" each day. She may want me to believe it's
me she's interested in, but I know the truth - it's all about the
treats! Kallie, you're one special Little Girl.
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On the day that Kallie and I started training in agility, I never
imagined the bond that could form between human and dog.
Agility became our special time together, just her and me,
doing something we were both loving. And during those
great runs where it all came together, it was like a dance.

Australian Shepherd - Age 15.5
Handled by: Deb Rickard, Jordan, MN

Put simply, Brady is my soul dog. He sees past the facade &
looks much deeper.
We didn't discover agility until he was 3 and began competing when he was 5. He got it right away & was quite impatient with my shortcomings. Despite that, we had some successes. We attended NADAC Championships from 2004
through 2009 and earned 2 NATCHs and an ATCH, and
placed in Veteran Jumpers at ASCA Nationals! He had multiple Qs the weekend we celebrated his 14th birthday!
You've all seen the wild off-courses as Brady knows best
what the course SHOULD be... but all in all - I love my
BradyBunch!
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Labrador Retriever - Age 14.5
Handled by: Jolynn Wedekind, Eden Prairie, MN

Brady
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Kallie's Chocolate Delight
“Kallie”
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Each year when I come to this ending page, I
expect it to be easier to write than it was last
year… and each year I find myself to be wrong.
The parade continues to be a celebration filled with
smiles, laughs, and
memories, but also
some tears and
countless hugs.
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It makes me happy
that it is a milestone for the year, with people
looking forward
to running their
dogs again, and
others looking
forward to being
able to run for the
first time.
Last year, after
the parade, some of us were surrounded by
monarch butterflies. We’re inside today, but I
wanted to bring
the monarchs
with us.
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Thank You!

